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Reviewed by Duane Thomas
Robin Taylor’s new and greatly expanded second

edition of The Glock in Competition: A Shooter’s
How-To Guide is an excellent book that’s bound to
be controversial. I literally don’t have space in this
review to address all the noteworthy things in this
book, so we’ll just hit a few high points.

The Glock in Competition is divided into three
sections: the first, “Nuts and Bolts” includes the
chapters “Triggers, Triggers, Triggers” (on the various
methods of massaging a Glock trigger for better per-
formance); “Handloading for the Glock”; “The
Exploding Glock, Fact or Fic-
tion?” by Mark Passamaneck;
“How About Factory Ammo?”
(a guide to the best over-the-
counter ammunition that may
be purchased for your Glock
to compete in each sport cov-
ered in the book); “Magazine
Problems and Solutions”; “Fix-
ing the Glock’s Achilles Heels
Before They Bite”; “Cleaning
and Lubrication”; “The Glock
24 – The Grand Old Man”;
“The Glock 35 – Getting
Everything Right”; and finally,
“Upgrades and Fixes.”

For me the most interesting
part of this section was the
chapter on “The Exploding
Glock, Fact or Fiction?” This is
a reprint of an article written by
a licensed PE (Professional
Engineer) who investigates
accidents and failures for a liv-
ing, detailing his experiment in which he hooked up a
Glock 22 .40 to a pressure-testing device and fed it a
diet of lead ammo until it blew up. It’s well known
among Glock fans that the polygonal rifling in Glock
barrels causes heavy barrel fouling with attendant high
pressures when fed lead ammo. What will absolutely
shock you about this chapter is just how swiftly pres-
sures rise, and how few rounds of lead ammo it takes
for pressures to rise into the danger area.

Let’s admit it, most of us have fired lead-bullet
reloads through our Glocks, some of us extensively,
but reading this chapter pretty much cured me of the
practice. The only gripe I have with this chapter is
Mark’s statement that the .40 S&W is a higher-pres-
sure cartridge than the 9mm Luger or 10mm Auto.
This is absolutely untrue. SAAMI maximum chamber
spec for .40 S&W is 32,000 psi. For standard pres-
sure (let alone +P) 9mm Luger it’s 35,000 psi, for
10mm Auto it’s 37,500. I didn’t really expect such a
simple error of fact from an experienced engineer.

The second section, “Let the Games Begin,”
addresses the various competitive disciplines in
which the Glock owner might engage. There are
chapters on bowling pin shoots, IDPA, steel shooting,
USPSA, and Glockenmeister Bobby Carver con-
tributes a chapter on GSSF.

I’m very partial to the chapter on IDPA shooting,
largely because I had a lot of input into it (check

out the teeny type on the indicia page) but also
because you’d be hard pressed to find a better
overview of the sport anywhere. The only problem I
had with this chapter was the statement from “an
anonymous source” regarding round dumping:
“Everybody dumps…you’ve just got to be artful in
the way you do it.” Obviously I wasn’t the only per-
son who had input into this chapter.

In IDPA there are three legal reloads: slidelock
(called in IDPA the “emergency reload”), tactical
reload (insert a fresh mag before stowing the partial-
ly depleted one), and Reload with Retention (put

away the old mag before
inserting a fresh one). Since
the slidelock reload is by far
the fastest legal reload, in
IDPA ideally you’ll run dry at
the point most advantageous
to you. “Round dumping”
refers to firing more shots
than necessary at any point in
the stage to get the gun to run
dry at the right spot. It is ille-
gal, blatant cheating accord-
ing to the IDPA Rule Book.
And no, in my experience,
not “everyone does it.” Actu-
ally, almost no one does.
Because most shooters are
men of honor who would
never knowingly cheat.

I’ve been shooting IDPA
since 1997, I’ve attended six
state championships and innu-
merable club matches by now,
and in all that time I’ve seen

exactly one case of round dumping. A brand-new
shooter on my squad figured out a great way to burn
down one stage. After having it explained politely to
him why this was a bad thing, he was so embarrassed
he made a public apology on the club website the
next day. And that’s the sum total of my experience
with round dumping in IDPA.

Those who round dump – or so I’ve been told –
justify it with the statement, “Always cheat, always
win.” Well, that’s cute. But “Always cheat, always
win” means that in a real fight to the death, don’t let
a misguided sense of fair play lead you into giving
your opponent a chance to kill you. It does not mean
it’s okay to cheat at the match. Clear?

The final section, “Learning from Champions”
profiles the leading lights among Glock competi-
tive shooters, including chapters on Dave Sevigny
(of course), Armando Valdes, Julie Goloski and
Carina Burns.

If you’re a Glock fan – and there are legions of
us out there – then Robin Taylor’s new book is for
you. You’ll find it quite worthwhile – absolutely fas-
cinating reading, actually. I learned a lot from it,
and I’ve been doing this for a while. If you don’t
agree with everything in it (I didn’t), it’s still one of
those rare books that provides immense amounts of
useful data while stimulating your thought process-
es at the same time.
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